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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification http://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/220734-specification-accredited-a-levelgce-latin-h443.pdf for full details of the assessment for
this qualification. These exemplar answers should also be
read in conjunction with the sample assessment materials
and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Section A: Comprehension and Grammar
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Question 4 – 10-mark translation question
Exemplar 1

10 marks

Exemplar 2

7 marks
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Exemplar 3

5 marks

Examiner commentary
The need actually to deal with every word in this section proved the best discriminator in the paper as a whole. Even Exemplar 1's
generally convincing version contained two tiny glitches: 'differed to the next day' was almost certainly no more than a misspelling
of 'deferred', but 'station of soldiers' used up the allowance in the mark scheme of 'one slight error' for 5 marks – any further error
would have reduced the mark for this section to 4.
Exemplar 2's version of Section (i) had the appropriate grammatical framework – the most important criterion looked for by
examiners – but fell down again on dilata and stationem (a word that should have familiar to candidates from their wider reading of
Livy, inter alios. Exemplar 3 also started the passage in firm control of the structure, but was thrown off course by several vocabulary
problems – notably excitatus and cognovit.
Both Exemplar 2 and Exemplar 3 (atypically for the candidates as whole) made heavier weather of Section (ii) than (i), though
commendably neither lost sight of the overall structure of the sentence. Both for these candidates and for a surprisingly large
number of others the arbitrary insertion of 'and' between 'slaves' and 'friends' sabotaged the sense of this comparatively simple
clause and obviously affected Exemplar 2's handling of the following words. Exemplar 3 (like many others) showed a failure to
appreciate the case endings of domus and complures and therefore tried a hopeful stab at the sense, which didn't come off.
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Question 5 – longer comprehension question
Exemplar 1

10 marks

Exemplar 2

10 marks
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Exemplar 3

7 marks

Examiner commentary
This type of question (also featured in the specimen paper) is envisaged as an extended comprehension exercise, entailing
principally the selection of relevant points from a longer portion of content rather than being oriented towards its stylistic features.
The phrasing of this year’s question did lead to a number of candidates answering with literary examples and these were credited.
The mark scheme concentrates on content – as did the majority of candidates' responses – but also includes examples of these
other approaches, which were accepted equally by examiners.
Exemplar 1 provides a model wholly content-based answer, showing an excellent grasp of the passage as a whole and picking out
details that illustrate Nero's frustration and despair. Exemplar 3 attempted the same thing and in fact achieved most of the marks
available, but suffered from several significant omissions and obvious misunderstandings.
Exemplar 2 is a quite different but impressive response, including several telling stylistic examples – though it was a good idea to
append a translation which helped to address rather more of the passage than had been discussed so far. The ideal would have
been to blend examples from both style and content in order of appearance rather than to treat them as if they are quite separate
issues.
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Question 6

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Exemplar 2

3 marks

Exemplar 3

2 marks

Examiner commentary
All three of our sample were able to state the correct case of each example.
For (a), only Exemplar 2 gave the appropriate explanation of the case of prandenti in its context – the need for it to agree with the
preceding sibi. Exemplar 3's response both here and to (b) are good examples of a candidate trying to apply half-learnt grammatical
terms but actually producing something unacceptably vague: a translation would probably have worked better.
Exemplar 1's response to (b) ‘genitive of type’ is another instance of the same unhelpful approach, but fortunately, this was
redeemed by the translation offered first. The more natural English expression 'forgiveness for his crimes' turned up comparatively
rarely: most candidates (as Exemplar 1) obviously felt safer sticking religiously to 'of his crimes' – just about acceptable English and
certainly understandable, and so accepted equally by examiners.
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Question 7

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Exemplar 2

2 marks

Exemplar 3

2 marks

Examiner commentary
All three of our sample achieved full marks here.
It should be noted that there is no statement in the Specification that any particular part of the verb will be required every time –
though examiners have no intention of asking for anything exotic! Candidates must simply read the question and supply whatever
part is requested. Although the specimen paper issued in 2016 featured the 1st person singular of the present tense, recent practice
for several years on the predecessor paper F364 was to ask for the infinitive. It is also essential that care is taken to ensure that
spelling, of both stem and ending, is 100% correct: many otherwise correct answers were marred by a single incorrect letter.
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Question 8

Exemplar 1

1 + 1 + 1 marks

Exemplar 2

1 + 0 + 1 marks

Exemplar 3

1 + 1 + 0 marks
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Examiner commentary
All three of our sample did a good job on this section, with just one muddled response from Exemplar 3 to part (c) and (probably) a
careless omission by Exemplar 2 for part (b).
Sadly, many candidates each year demonstrate confusion between the Gerund and the Gerundive, the choice between which
sometimes seems no better than a lottery!
For (b) it was important to give the correct tense – not just any random type of subjunctive, and important too to say that it is
'subjunctive'.
For (c) some incorrectly added the word 'passive' to 'future participle' – no doubt from habit of describing the past passive participle.
As no future passive participle exists, so long as a future participle was correctly identified examiners (perhaps generously) turned a
blind eye to the unwanted addition.
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Question 9

Exemplar 1

2 + 3 marks

Exemplar 2

2 + 2 marks
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Exemplar 3

2 + 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Pleasingly, all three of our sample had no difficulty in spotting an ablative absolute. Two of the three offered a translation (though
not essential) as well as the grammatical name, both of which were very appropriate. Other candidates, however, supplied
translations which proved that they did not understood how the absolute construction functions. In such situations examiners have
to apply the general rule which disallows contradictory responses, reducing the mark to just 1 for the correct case name.
There was a lot to cover in (b). Examiners were looking for proof of a good understanding of the following ingredients:
•
•
•
•

cuius (genitive of the relative pronoun, here referring back to the gladiator or anyone else who might do the deed
manu (instrumental ablative)
periret (imperfect subjunctive)
the reason for the subjunctive – a purpose/final clause, rather than an indirect question.

As will be seen, our three sample candidates all either omitted or misjudged one or two of the crucial items listed above. It was
possible to cover much of this through a sound translation ('by whose hand he might perish'). This type of question, however, does
ask primarily for an explanation, which may be supported by a translation if the candidate considers it helpful. Many candidates
successfully married elements of both – taking care, as in (a), to ensure that the one did not contradict the other.
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Section B: Prose Composition
Question 10

Exemplar 1

45 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate showed an excellent grasp of almost all the grammatical constructions required – always the most important
consideration when deciding the mark for each section, and in 7 places was able to incorporate something beyond 'bog standard'
Latin – though only a maximum of 5 marks are now available as a reward. There were a few slight oddities of expression/minor errors
which were regarded as the 'one slight error' allowed for 5. In several sections these multiplied, but nowhere did the sense start to
disintegrate, so that 4 ('mostly correct') often seemed a fair verdict. Examiners are trying to weigh up, on a scale of 5, the quality of
the Latin offered, and supplying the basic raw vocabulary and using appropriate syntax count for a good deal, even when some of
their applications contain technical errors.
Also worth noting that repeated errors (such as here the ingenious substitution of Greek iatros for Latin medicus) are only penalised
once, however many times they occur in the passage – though grammatical errors in the various appearances of the word chosen
may still be penalised.
Section

Mark

i

5

ii

5

iii

4

iv

4

v

5

vi

4

vii

5

viii

4

ix

4

x
(style points)

5
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Exemplar 2

41 marks
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Examiner commentary
The hallmark of this response is the ingenuity shown where the candidate has tried to use various methods of subordination
to relate one clause to another. Several of these work very effectively and rightly gained bonus marks: e.g. postquam in (ii), the
connecting relative in (iv), and the ablative absolute in (viii). In other places bright ideas didn’t quite come off. In (iii), for instance,
aliquantum niti sunt not only includes a minor misspelling but, more significantly, doesn’t quite convey the full sense of ‘pulled him
out with great difficulty’, and in (viii) the participle – a neat way of tackling this phrase – needs to agree with the man, not with
his face! It is important to stress that candidates should concentrate primarily on correctness and that overplayed ingenuity can
jeopardise the overall score if it leads to gratuitous mistakes in the interests of producing something stylish.
In the context of a generally strong response it was surprising to find individual errors such as the following:
(ii), movere without se and corporem;
(iv) inappropriate stopgaps for ‘doctors’ and ‘cure’;
(v); the singular littera used for 'a letter’;
(vi) sine dubito, meliorem, and morari for ‘die’;
(vii) obtulit with the accusative;
(ix) fidere + accusative, and the quite unserviceable non ostentem ullum pavidum.
Section

Mark

i

5

ii

4

iii

4

iv

4

v

5

vi

3

vii

5

viii

4

ix

3

x
(style points)

4
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Exemplar 3

34 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response is not without some pleasing notions of Latin style – meriting 5 style points (the maximum) – and it is worth noting
that credit may be earned for attempts at stylish writing, even when it is flawed by elementary grammatical faults. Many of these
were prevalent amongst candidates generally (including Exemplars 1 and 2), such as:
(ii) corporem + omission of se with movere;
(iv) lack of appropriate vocabulary for ‘doctor’ and ‘cure’;
(vi) formation of melius;
(ix) fido+ accusative.
More serious problems which forfeited marks in this script included the lack of subjunctives in (ii) + (iii) + (v) and a curious resistance
to supplying the passive in (iv) and (v). However, there were only a few places where sense actually broke down – partially in
auxilium receptum (vi), drastically in (viii), which could only qualify for 1 mark as 'a little recognisable meaning / relation to the English'
– especially as several of the words had occurred earlier. It is worth noting too that the substitute doctor used in (iv) apparently
changed declension in (vii) – which therefore amounts to a fresh mistake rather than a repetition of the same fault, which would not
have been penalised.

Section

Mark

i

5

ii

3

iii

4

iv

2

v

4

vi

3

vii

4

viii

1

ix

3

x
(style points)

5
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